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GSU art Students Unveil Diversity Masterpiece

"This is
what we
represent."

DereckPaul

-Dean Patricia Carter
Student Affairs Services
Sergio Gomez

Javier Chavira

Plroto!Ailcan Plrclp:r
Gsu art students latest masterpiece "1b embrace diversity
is to reach

towards human excellence." Story oa Paa 1

Faculty lay Issues on the Table
Convocation addresses the role ofhigher education
by Allean Phelps
Edrtor-m-Ciricf

A faculty convocation on "Faculty Roles and Responsibilities was
held on May 17, in Engrebetson
Hall
Akkanad Isaac, Faculty Senate
president, and professor of business stated that the convocation
was designed to initiate open dialogue on Governors State
University's campus.
"'We are
cxpc:cting dialogue regarding the
type of changes and the type of
climate we need at GSU and higher
education," he said.
Isaac stated that during former
Provost Wayne Hamilton's tenure,
he planted seeds for change that
initiated dialogue and stability.
"He encouraged dialogue at different levels. It is a good thing for
people to be nice to each other.

Student Research Recognized
Conforence highlights students' accomplishments
by A. Gillem

frank, and express ideas very
freely," Isaac continued.
Isaac also said that he hoped
that the issues brought to the
table would generate discussion
in the corridorsofGSU for weeks
to come.
Keynote speaker, Dr. Hannah
Gray, former president of the
University of Chicago, was presented a GSU umbrella by President Paula WoUI'. After accepting the gift, Gray told the audience that the most terrible question that she has been asked is:
..What did you used to bcr
Gray stated that once she
became an administrator many
people thought she had lost her
status. as if "'I no longer had
any reason for intellectual pretensions. I had in effect ceased
becoming an academic and had
become an administrator."
See Convocation Page 3

StaffWrrter

The College of Arts and
Sciences (CAS), the College
of Business and Public Administration (CBPA), the College of Education (CE), and
the College of Health Professions (CHP) dedicated its 2nd
Annual Research Conference
to the memory offormer Governors State University (GSU)
Provost Wayne Hamilton on
May24.

In a letter to the conference
participants, GSU President
Paula Wolff said she was
pleased to learn that the conference would be dedicated
to the memory of Provost
Hamilton. "Wayne I know, was
enormously excited about this
symposium last year. It embodied all that he believed in -creating the connection be-

tween learning and research in a
context that was thoughtful and
meaningful for the entire university community."
Keynote speaker, Dr. John B.
Ketterton, professor of Physics
at Northwestern University in
Evanston presented a lecture on
"Superjluidity and Super Conductivity."
Ketterson's abstract on "Superjluidity and Super Conductivity" explains why "most systems that do not solidify become
superfluids. According to
Ketterson "Such systems include liquid helium, (which has
two isotopes, He and He) electrons in metals, and the neutron
fluid in a neutron star."
Podium presentations were
given by Michael R. Donahue;
Public Administration, (CBPA);
Lydia Giuliano, Art History and
Studio Arts (CAS); Michele L.
Hammond Morris, Reading,

(CE); John W Klasey, (BOG); I.
DeLaurentiis, Master of Public
Administration, (CBP); Maura
Kownacki, Media Communications, (CAS); Beth Follenweider,
Manuela Wei and Soon-Ok Park
Computer Science, (CAS).
Donahue's research on
"Public Policy and Public Behavior: Individual Behavwral
Responses to Public Policy,"
discusses the significance of
public policy in relation to economic performance. According
to Donahue. "There is a growing body of thought that challenges the belief that federal governments, through changes in
economic policy, can substantially control their economies."
Donahue's research explores the
downfall of economic policy.
Giuliano titled her presentation "Christo and Jeanne
Claude: Wrapped Reichstag- A
See Conference Page 4
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Javier Chavira (left) and Sergio Gomez (right) stand in front of
one of tbe mural projects in Joliet.

L--------------------.....1
by Allean Phelps
Edllor-m-Chtef

sary to bring their culture to the art.
Gomez', author of the inscriptio~
said, "The painting symbolizes uru-

'This is what we represent," exclaimed Dean Patricia Carter during the unveiling of a painting of
diversity through the ~yes _of
three Governors State Uruverstty
art students.
.
Dereck Paul, Sergto Gomez~
Javier Chavira were comnnssioned by the Office of Student
~ai~ and Services to illustrate
diversity.
The inscription, "To reach towards diversity is to achieve excellence" is exactly what Paul,
Gomez and Chavira are all ~bo~.
The concept for the pamting
arose as the three sat down to
brainstorm ideas.
lo separate interviews both
Paul and Gomez said it was neces-

fying cultures and the creation of a
whole new experience without the
boundaries of color."
"When you reach toward ?.ther
cul~ures," stated ~omez
you
achieve excellence;.
.
.
One of Gomez techniques ts to
trace a part of his body onto the
painting. "I like to have physical
contact with lhe art work. It all~w~
me to become part of the art.
Otherwise," he said, "it is just
tools."
According to Gomez, a Mexican,
the hand (which is his actual ~d)
in the painting represents reaching
toward diversity. "We are all human," he said. "We share the same
oxygen, and so we are in union with
each other and with creation."

" It is very important to me to
cling to my identity and preserve
my culture," stated Paul, a Bahamian. Paul painted the sun and the
face on the right side of the painting. Although he emphasized that
art should be a matter of individual
interpretation, he said, "The sun
and the face are my identity. I love
watching the sun set in the
Bahama's, and the face represents
the Bahamian"
Chavira came up with the background and the profile of the Mexican face on the left of the painting,
which is an image he uses frequently in his paintings.
"It was a collaborative effort between the three of us," said Chavira
"We had to find a way to merge all
three identities " he continued.
According t~ Paul the three took
turns to add to what the other had
done previously. "We had a lot of
fun with it," he said. At one point
we starting joking around and timing each other. And telling the
other one to hurry up because it
was other's turn.,
Currently Paul is working on a
painting titl~d Evolution. "It's
about fusing all the images that are
familiar tome."
Paul recently returned from his
home in Nassau, and has received
offers to hold an exhibition in downtown Nassau next year.
Chavira and Gomez have summer
internships in Joliet through the Minority Internship program. They

Statewide Teams Quell Domestic Violenc
Six Municipal District holds Symposium at GSU

MAY 30,1996

DereckPaul chats with an INNOVATOR reporter
work with a group of other artists
on the Mural Project.
All three men have won awards.
Paul has won four awards at Governors State University, one at
Central Bank in the Bahamas, and
one in St. Augustine in North

Navigating the Information Superhighway
Technology conference explores educational networking
by A. Gillem

by Janel Oarke
Photo Edttor

Domestic violence (DV) includes a wide variety of behaviors such as threats, intimidation, isolation, emotional abuse,
physical abuse, sexual abuse,
economic abuse and many others.
Research conducted by
Dobash and Browne shows that
95 percent of the victims of domestic violence are women.
DV is a criminal act of dominance and power, and is often a
matter of life and death for many
family members.
According to Lydia Walker,
an expert on domestic violence
and a speaker at a recent criminaljustice symposium at Governors State University (GSU), DV
is not caused by alcohol, drugs
or trauma. Walker said, DV exists because society allows for
the use of control and dominance by the powerful.
Walker points out to an audience of law enforcement officers, educators, social workers,
ministers, students and others;
"Since these behaviors are
learned, they can be changed."
Conferences like the recent
symposium at GSU are being
held all over the state of lllinois.
They are funded by the lllinois
Office of the Attorney General

Staff Jfnter
andthe~isCriminalJustice

Information Authority.
This local Family Violence
Symposium was sponsored by
the Judges of the Sixth Municipal District of the Circuit Court
of Cook County, and the Addictions Training Center at GSU.
The goals include efforts to
bring various professionals together to discuss, collaborate
and form local task forces to address domestic violence within
the sixth district communities.
These professionals believe
the problems are very complex
because police officers cannot
handle the issues of domestic
violence alone.
This widespread social problem impacts far more than just
the individuals and their family
systems; it affects the entire
community.
Many court systems are
overwhelmed by domestic battery cases, and many, including
the sixth district, have instituted
separate systems for hearing
cases of domestic violence.
Research shows that interdisciplinary efforts of prosecutors, judges, probabtion and
parole officers, victims, witnesses and their advocates, can
actually stop the violence and
provide victims the protection
they need.
According to statistics re-

leased by the Subwban Family
Shelter:
*Every 15 seconds a woman is
battered.
*Every minute, a woman is
raped.
*Ten women die each day as
a result of domestic violence.
The Chief Judge of the Judicial Circuit Court of Cook
County, Donald P. O'Donnell
and Presiding Judge, Sheilah
Murphy have plans to eradicate
domestic violence by coordinating a community response
group. The conference at GSU
was designed to form such a
group for the Sixth Munipal
District Courthouse of Cook
County in Markham, ~is.
The Sixth District includes
Bloom, Bremen, Markham,
Rich, Thornton and Tinley Park
areas.
For more information call
court administrator, Joy Lee at
(708)210-4170.
According to Nancy Diehl,
chief of the child and family
abuse bureau in Detroit, Michigan and a speaker at the domestic violence symposium
"there is a need for coordinated
community response to keep
families safe...we need to care."

Carolina.
Chavez and Gomez have had
their work displayed at the Chicago Art Exhibit at Aldo Castillo
Gallery among the works of international artists.

There is more to "Navigating
the Information Superhighway."
than just cruising for information,
participants learned at a technology conference held at Governors
State University (GSU).
Participants from a myriad of
backgrounds had the opportunity to view the latest in technology first hand.
AT&T sponsored the event of
simulteanous workshops which
gave participants chances to explore everything from touring the
World Wide Web to Navigating
the information flow.
Cheryl Lemke, associate superintendent of Learning Technologies at the ~is State Board
ofEducation said that technology
has reached a point that individuals must change the way they

work. To keep up with these
technological advances
Lemke suggests preparing students with technological skills
for the changing job market.
"The basic skills of the '90s are
different from the basic skills
of (previous years)," she said.
Sam Bowen, senior program
leader for Systemic Reform at
Argonne National Laboratory
was also at the conference.
Bowen explained how
Argonne uses the Internet to
encourage students to go into
the field of science.
GSU and the Regional Action Project 2000+ hosted this
event to build technological
bridges between schools, municipalities and other organizations throughout the south
metropolitan region.
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Faculty Senate Convocation.
Continued from Page 1

getting. So our choice should be
to teach. According to Blood
when students leave the doors of
GSU they should be able to understand, apply, analyze. synthesize, and evaluate the work the\
have done as well as the work ~f
others.
Richard Finkley. College of
Business and Public Administration said he loves being a teacher
and believes "It is one of the
greatest jobs in the world." He
said that the first responsibility of
teachers is "to inspire (students)
to become teachers.
The second responsibility is
to "ensure that we give them what
they have come here to obtain.
Knowledge is the key. It is the
key that can
open
the door
higheredu-==~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
of
success
to
cation and
achievement.
the probbut if we let
lems associpeople in an
ated with
out
without
higher eduadding
anycation "as if
to
them.
thing
they are abwe are cheating
solutely
thenl."
new."
-Dr. Hanna Gray
Finkley
But the
Professor of History,
showed
resentonly thing
University
of
Chicago
ment
at
the lathat is spobel
some
have
ken with
chosen
to
give
truth regard"People
him.
ing higher=========================================~
accuse me of
education ,
being
cynical.
But
how cynical is
according to Gray, is "Educa- ulty. "It is our collective responopen
admission
combined
with
tion is always in a crisis."
sibility to make sure that our new
abysmal
retention?
How
cynical
Leading off a faculty panel faculty members succeed."
She suggested implementing is grade inflation without assessreacting to Gray's presentation,
Dr. Michael Purdy, professor of a mentoring program that ment? How cynical is talking
Communications. raised the "matches in scope and excellence about minority enrollment without
question: "Is education still the the mentoring program that is talking about minority graduation
rates? How cynical is allowing
same damn thing?"
currently in place for students."
Purdy explained that educaLewis also stated that the uni- people to graduate who aren't eftion is "the same damn thing versity needs to look carefully at fectively prepared to compete, and
all over again. But that's OK" retention procedures. "This of- when they get out in the market
he said, "because that is what ficial procedure is a legal proce- place, degrade the credentials of
is most important, that we fo- dure that could mean life or death every other graduate of this insticus on learning and learning to- implications for people. It is not tution."
Finkley urged the faculty to
gether and listening and being the place to make suggestions
address
the above matters collecopen, and having the courage for how someone can deal \\-ith a
tively
and
honestly.
to listen."
problem a little bit better."
Gray
encouraged
faculty to
According to Gray, "We live
Gray stated that there are so
look
out
at
the
future
and
ask themin a society where there has al- many conflicting pressures reselves
how
best
to
address
their
ways been enormous confu- lated to higher education that
as
it
reroles
and
responsibilities
sion, and even a kind ofambiva- many times "education is seen as
lates
to
discussion
and
involvelence about higher education." bearing all the failures of society
She continued by stating or seen as a need to redirect it- ment in the making of academic
policy. This according to Gray, "is
that although there is a tremen- selfin order to fulfiill ideals."
what
creates the quality of any
dous respect for higher educaAnd while society may be
institution."
tion. "It's a life long process in justified in some of its concerns
"We must be willing to see what
which the pains of thought may regarding higher education Gray
needs
to be confronted, looked at,
not entirely compensate for the states, "People do not realize all
adapted,
or reaffinned," said Gray.
ideal simplicity ofignorance."
the hard work it takes. (They
Gross, professor of
Harriet
The range of views about have) no idea how much goes
Sociology,
expounded
on Gray's
higher education, according to into preparation and maintaining
the
role
of facinterpretation
of
Gray, bring up many questions one's vitality.. No idea about the
ulty
and
education.
"Instead
of
that ''often have no one solu- time and effort that goes into gradadjusting
or
adapting
we
need
to
tion or no easy solution. But ing ... The serious counseling of
shape,
direct
and
make
it
happen."
(still) need to be addressed students, and the business of
She continued. "Human beover and over again, and need governance itself."
ings
are the ones who put bureauto be looked at from different
David Blood, professor of
cracy
into motion." said Gross.
points of view."
Education. asked faculty mem"Unless
we take very seriously
Gray stated that in order for bers to ponder the question "Do
the
idea
that
institutions influence
higher education to work. fac- you present or do you teach?"
our
behavior.
and that we make
ulty need to be in a relation- Blood explained that every stuthose
institutions
in the first place
ship with others.
dent that enters the doors of
we
surely
are
not
getting a whole
Such a relationship, accord- Governors State University is a
education."
ing to Gray, helps others learn transfer student.
from each other and become il"We don't know what we are
Gray, an historian who has
studied the llal ian Renaissance.
has resumed teaching as professor of history. She said she
is now "in the very fortunate
position to have the opportunity to reengage in my own
sense of what it means to be a
faculty member."
According to Gray, faculty
members are confronted with
both the changes of universities and higher education as
well as changes in self perceptions and issues.
"Life is not one damn thing
after another," as Holbrook said
"It's the same damn thing over
and over again."
Gray said that people tend to
discuss

lumina ted by others.
"Whatever else higher education is. . . It is above all else a
process that we hope for as an
introduction for our students,
and the turning on of a life long
process."
Judy Lewis, professor in the
College of Health Professions,
stated that she was very proud
to be associated with a university that has a five year strategic
plan such as Governors State
University. She explained that
sometimes people become distracted from the mission of the
university.
Lewis said she believes that
the university needs to do a better job in taking care of new fac-

"Life is not one damn thing after
another. It's the same damn thing
over and over again."

Photo courtesy of Umvew ty of Ch1cago

Dr. Hannah Gray, professor of llistory at the University of Chicago
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Conference
Continued from Page 1

Ritual." Giuliano explores the
interrelationship between art,
ritual and Wrapped Reichstag.
According to Giuliano artists
Christo and Jeanne-Claude created the Wrapped Reichstag to
prompt public involvement in

Germany.
In her study "Discontinued
Reading Recovery Students as
Peer Tutors During Paired
Reading," Morris, examines
what methods are used by Reading Recovery students to assist
their peers during paired reading. According to Morris, students learned from the prompting or cues from other students.
"The Internet as an Effective
Medium For Distance Education"" was the title of Klasey's
study. Klasey studies the use
of the Internet as a tool for distance educators. According to

Klasey "The Internet's demonstrated success in educational
uses and its potential for development of even more effective
distance education applications
far outweigh the cost of implementation and the need for development of new user attitudes."
DeLaurentiis presented a lecture on "Local Transportation
Development For Governors
State Umverslly. According to
DeLaurentiis," ... the University's
immediate transportation network seems to have been hindered by design limitations, topogrnphy and jurisdictional fragmentation." DeLaurenttis' research establishes a plan to develop alternatives to enhance
GSU's mobility options.
Other studies: Maura
Kownaki, "The Effects of Nega-

live Political Advertising;" Beth
Folenweider, Manuela Wei, and
Soon-Ok Park conducted a study
on "Object-Oriented Conceptual
Modeling, Analysis, and Design:
On-line Home Banking Option."
Ruth Crnkovich, an Art History, titled her research ':A dtscussion of Bettye Saar's Ritualistic
Altar."
Other topics include: "Computer Generated Motion GraphICS Presentation For Use in Creative Communication" by Terry
L. Mustoe and Catherine Lewis;
"Developments in Interactive and
Non-Instructor Mediated Educational Information Delivery System: With Considerations Concerning Their ApplicatiOns:
Methodology vs. Technology: Is
there Really a Conflict?'' by Clement A Lessner, ill Media Communications, CAS.

Also presenting were Deborah
D. Michalski, Social Science.
CAS. "Safety Belts: Pnvately A
Law, Publicly Ignored?" and
Brian McGinnis, MPA, "An Examination ofChicago's Empowerment Zone."
Frank T. Scruggs, Political
Studies investigates "Approaching Homelessness as a
Civil Rights Problem." Scruggs
explores the possibility of
homelessness as a violation of
civil right privileges. According
to Scruggs, homeless persons
are denied the right to vote, register to vote, Social Security benefits, and other public assistance
because they lack an address to
where they can be identified.
Additional topics explore "Innovation and Technology in
Rock Music: Brian Jones and
The Rolling Stones," Scott E.

Lipinski, Social Science, CAS: "An
Introduction to Power Data. The
Ultimate Martial Arts Database"
Benjamin J. Peacock, Computer
Sciences, CAS.
Walter A. Henne and Shailendra
Kumar, CAS, "Photooxygenat1on
induced Protein Cross-linking:
Uma Panditi, Communication
Studies, CAS, "Images of Women
in Advertismg; Connie D. Walsh,
Public Administration • CBA,
'~'How Does a Univer.nty Business and Finance Division Afaintain the Same Level ofProductivity While Engaging in
Reengineermg?"
Also, Sharon L. Dunn. Political
and Justice Studies, CAS "Altitudes Toward Affirmative Action
Among Blacks," and William
Kazak, Art History, "Byzantme
Icons-The Theoryofthe Holy ~1r
ginMary."
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A CALIBER SYSTEM CO.

YEAR ROUND PART-TIME JOBS
•
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•

EARN $9.00 TO $9.50 AN HOUR
$.50/HR. TUITION CREDIT AFTER 30 DAYS
WORK UP TO 5 HOURS A DAY
JOBS AVAILABLE FOR LOADERS, UNLOADERS
EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY FOR PROMOTION
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• You must be able to provide your
own transportation
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manual labor job
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A CALIBER SYSTEM CO.

6833 West 75th Street
Bedford Park, ILLINOIS 60638
(708) 594-1855
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Rigual Resigns From Post
Senter to assume VP role
by Trayce I.e. Criner
News Ed1tor

Tuition increase at Governors State in Fall
Tuition at Governors State University will increase by
three percent beginning with the Fall 1996 Trimester.
Illinois residents will now pay an additional $2.50 per
credit hour for undergraduate and graduate
coursework. Tuition will be $84.50 per credit hour for
undergraduates, and $89 per credit hour for graduates.

GSU Professors Create "IDV lnfoLine"
Dr. David Matteson and Dr. Suzanne Prescott.
professors ofpsycho1ogy and counseling have
launched a pilot project to provide information to
individuals about AIDS. lndividualsmaynowcall
the ''IllY Info-Une" at (708) 672-03 74 to inquire
about protection methods and support groups.

New License Plates for Wildlife
Lovers
Members of the Illinois House ofRepresentatives voted unanimously to approve legislation
developed by Lieutenant Governor Bob Kustra
to create a new, specialized license plate for
Illinoisans who support the Wildlife Prairie Park.

After nine months in the position of Vice President ofDevelopment and Public Affairs at Governors State University (GSU) Antonio Rigual resigned effective
May 15.
"I will miss GSU," Rigual said
"This institution is rare in that it
has a clarity in its purpose. This
is not common in higher education."
As vice president, Rigual was
in charge of fund raisers for the
university as well as designing
systems for GSU to use to raise
resources in the future. ''This university has the commitment to
achieve goals for adult students,"
said Rigual. "It has a well-defined
mission."
Rigual will return to San Antonio, Texas to help care for his iU
father. He will, however, continue
to be involved in higher education.
In a memo to the university
community, GSU President, Paula

Ball loses battle with cancer

The 2,000-acre Wildlife Prairie Park was
created in 1978 by conservationist William
Rutherford as a habitat for wildlife indigenous to
the Midwest and Illinois. In an effort to preserve the park for future generations,
Rutherford has offered to give the park to the
state.

Mayor Daley Urges Volunteers to
Support Chicago '96
With plans underway to host the 1996 Democratic
National Convention August 26-29, Mayor Richard M. Daley is asking Chicagoans to join the
effort and volunteer with Chicago '96, the nonprofit bipartisan host committee. Volunteers are
needed to help with a wide range of activities,
including office support, public information, citywide decorations, event planning, and greeting
convention guests at the airports. Those interested in volunteering can call the Chicago '96 VolWlteer Hotline at (312) 214-4834 or apply on-line
via Chicago '96's home page on the World Wide
Web at http://www.ci.chi.il. us/Chicago%.

Wolff stated, "Tony has done a
fabulous job during his short time
here and, I believe, has launched
the Foundation in the direction
which will serve the university in
good stead for a long time to
come. His diligence and focus
have created a mighty "foundation" (in both senses of the word)
upon which we can now build."

Long Time GSU staff member,
Katie Ball, died at age 56, on May
12
Ball was an employee with GSU
for 23 years. She began her career
as a secretary in the College of Human Learning and Development
working with the late Dr. Katie Wuliams on the project.
She continued her work in the
college until 1963 when she trans-

ferred to Administration and
Planning, and then to the Department of Public Safety. She
later held positions with the University Advancement and
Alumni Offices before transferring to the Division ofNursing.
Since 1994, Ball had been special projects manager with the
Addiction Training Center in the
College of Health Professions.
A GSU alumna, Ball received
a bachelor's degree in human
services in 1977.
She will be honored posthumously during GSU's commencement ceremonies for her
care and concern for the needy
ofthe community and for GSU students.
A $500 monetary award will be
donated in her name to the American Cancer Society.
The award is granted by the
GSU Foundation and the GSU
Alumni Association to those who
undertake community service initiatives, or for their significant service contributions to the community.

Brandon Senter, who is the associate vice president of development, will assume Rigual 's former
duties while retaining his title. It's
going to be a challenge," said
Senter. "My main goal will be to
serve and be responsive to the
faculty and the students of the university."
Senter began his position as associate vice president in September, 1995. According to Rigual,
Senter is extremely knowledgeable
about the position and a pleasant
person to work with.
Mary Hellings, Rigual 's secretary for the past eight months says
that she will miss Rigual but is
looking forward to working with
Senter. "There will be a slight period of readjustment," Hellings
said. "But Brandon knows the
ropes and everything will go
smoothly." Senter 's former position as associate vice president
has not yet been filled.
Rigual spoke highly about the
future of GSU's development.
"GSU has a bright future with potential for expansion."

WE'LL PAY
YOU$35,100
TOWARD YOUR
DIPLOMA.
You can earn more than
$18,000 during a standard
Army Reserve enlistment...and another $7,124
if you qualify for the
Montgomery GI Bill ...plus
help in paying off a qualified student loan up to
$10,000, if eligible.
You'll usually serve one
weekend a month plus
two weel<s' Annual Training. And you'll serve with
an Army Reserve unit
near your campus.
Over $35,100 toward
college - for part-time
service.
Think about it.
Then think about us.
And call today:

BE ALL YOU CAN BE~

ARMY RESERVE

Auditor Finds Discrepancies in
BOG Meal Expenditures
The disbandment of the Board ofGovernors may
have been long overdue. According to Auditor
General William Holland, the board may have
abused food and drink allowances. Records indicate that some members of the board did not
properly document meal expenditures.
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lntervarsity Christian Fellowship Gets Busy

Fifteen social work majors complete practicums

Photo/Courtnay Kondas

Intervarsity Christian Fellowship members Regina Brown, Anna
Land, Orlando Bama, Sherry Kohl, Lou White, SyMa Diekman,
Natalie Parcller, Joyce Barris, and Kathy Wdler join hands in
prayec
by Courtnay Kondas
lntervawty Memlnr
PhotoiGSU Public Ajfa1rs

GSU student Deloris Cunningham of University Park (seated) takes information from a caller
at the Banrey off"ICe of Family Service Center, as her mentor, Elaine Davis, supenrises.
by Marilyn Thomas
Coordmator of Publ1c Information

Eight Governors State University social work students recently paired with professionals
in the field for 15-week
practicums.
"The experiences are meant to
complement the course work
knowledge," said Professor William Boline, social work professor and practicum coordinator.
"We place students in settings
that work best for their particular interests in the field."
Students have been involved
in everything from learning the
essentials of paperwork and
government requirements to doing counseling with clients.

Debra Robinson of Chicago
completed a practicum with
Aunt Martha's Youth Service
Center Inc. in Matteson working with Michele Decker, case
manager.
Mattie Ervin of Chicago completed a praticum with social
work services department at
JacksonParkHospitalandMedical Center in Chicago.
Deloris Cunningham of University Park did her practicum at
the Harvey office ofFamily Service Centers Inc., under the supervision of Elaine Davis.
Margaret Ezerski of Chicago
completed a practicum with
Kathy Lombard Byars in the social services office of Olympia
Fields Osteopathic Hospital and

Medical Center.
Charlene Freeman ofChicago
completed a practicum with The
Woodlawn organization. Her
mentor was Desiree Stepteau
Watson, assistant vice president.
Keith Hardeman ofPark Forest worked with George W.
Saverese, executive clinical director of Amerilex Associates in
Chicago.
Regina Brown ofPark Forest
and Mary Helen Lee of Chicago
completed practicums with Dr.
Melanie Anewishki, executive
director of Featherfist Inc.
For additional information on
the curricula for the bachelor's
program in social work contact
Dr. Bolineat(708)5344912.
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Activities for Intervarsity
Christian Fellowship (ICF) began
on the same day as the National
Day of Prayer on May 2.
The day was celebrated by
praying with the nation. Ten
Christians met at the flag pole at
noon time to commemorate the
event on the campus of Governors State University.
Following the prayer around
the flag pole, IFC members attended the "Say Yes Chicago"
concert at the World Theater.
Once there, members enjoyed
beautiful music by Michael Card
as he sang "Hope" and "Bearers
of the Light."
Louis Palau presented an inspirational story ofNicodemus from
the Bible to help the audience
understand God's message. In
this story, Jesus taught people
about the two births: in the flesh.
and in the spirit. Through one's
spiritual birth, he or she leave behind earthly pleasures, and learn
to develop a relationship with God

that will lead to eternal peace.
The next day the fellowship
was busy again. Many of the
members attended the Mildred
Harris YADA Conference at the
Hyatt in Chicago.
Mayor Richard M.Daley was
one of the speakers. However.
Daley's presence could not outshine Dr. Mildred Harris. Her
words were so powerful that many
of those in attendance began to
rethink the definition of Christianity.
Her words of wisdom encouraged participants to challenge
themselves and never be satisfied
with their own desires, but instead
the desires of God.
Dr. Harris pointed out that sometimes it is easier to go along with
the crowd and abandon God, but
is it worth the price? Mostly everyone at the event began to reflect about what life would be like
without God. Dr. Harris encouraged those in attendance to continue to believe in God because
God is true love and hope where
following the crowd will not lead
individuals anywhere.
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Student Affairs Services Honors Staff
Staff Appreciation day highlights employee contributions
by Allean Pbelps
Ed1tor-m-Chie[

During a staffacknowledgement
reception, on April 26, Dean
Patricia Carter, praised Vreni
Mendoza, coordinator of the
Study Abroad program. "She has
worked very diligently to identify opportunities for students to
travel abroad to other countries,
and offer support to those students who come to Governors
State University (GSU) from
other countries," Carter said.
Because of Mendoza's efforts, GSU students will have the
opportunity to experience the
first International Internship program this summer and travel to
such countries as Costa Rica,
Maine, and Puerto Rico.
Tommy Dascenzo, director of
Student Life acknowledged Salvador Mendoza and Ralph
Oldenburgh for their cooperation
and teamwork. Both Mendoza
and Oldenburgh were recipients
of the Advisorofthe Year Award
According to Dasczenzo,
Mendoza help initiate the Alliance for Latin American Students on campusatGSU. "Without Salvador I don' t know how
we could have accomplished
things as quickly as we have,"
Dascenzo said.
Oldenburgh helped form Circle
K at GSU, according to
Dascenzo. Student organiza-

tions within Circle K volunteer
hundreds of hours in the community and senior citizen homes.
Michael Wortham, Public
Ally was voted the number one
public ally person in the
midwest area out of the 240 applicants who applied. "I consider him the number one public ally recipient in the country."
said Dean Carter.
According to Dean Carter,
Wortham is part of the BushClinton Ameri-Corp which is
similiar to the Peace Corps.
Ameri-Corp gives individuals
between the ages of 18 and 25
the opportunity to learn to manage and run community based
orginizations.
The Student Affairs Division
along with other divisions at
GSU work with youth through
the Learning in Context program at Ford Heights and Bloom
Trial High School.
Wortham *'is the driving force
behind having 32 students
show up weekly at Bloom Trail
after school for tutoring, and
another 43 students come every other Thursday afternoon
to for college training and
preparation,," Carter said.
Michael Toney, director of Admissions and Recruitment presented awards to the employees of the month.
Employees of the month are
Loretta Diane Flowers, July

1985; Bural Willcerson, October,
1986; Beatrice Grant who also received an award for the employee
of the year. Kathleen Czyz, August 1989; Audrey Simpson, January, 1990; David Weinberger, September, 1991; Alice Gardner, September 1992; Debra Conway, April
1993; Ralph Oldenburgh, October
1993; Jacqueline Roberts, June
1994; RitaNagy, August, 1995;and
Leora Pedric, March 1996.
Registrar, Dora Hubbard who
has almost 20 years of service at
GSU, acknowledged the retirees
with 25 years of service: Haddon
(Andy) Anderson, Laverne
Bennett, Louise Brown, Clark
Defier, Harvey Grimsley, Therese
Marcus, Della Shiffer, Ursula
Sklan, Anne Travis., and Alice
Hanes.
Hanes gave the closing remarks. She said she enjoyed
watching GSU take shape and
stated that she has seen a lot of
exciting changes during her years
at GSU." And I have had the
unique experience of being a part
of it all, student, graduate and
employee."
Hanes said that when she enrolled at GSU, classes were held
in a warehouse. "In those days
student actiivities were one big old
pool table.. . Today student life
has many programs available to
students. It is truly student oriented," Hanes said.

Should the "W"all of Truth" Come Down?
by Janel Clarke
Photo Ed1tor

"No, (The Wall) gives people a way to express themselves anonymously without repercussion."
Dave Erickson
GSU mail room employee
"The Wall of Truth" should remain operational because
it is the only Open Forum available to students to express
themselves. Every college campus has a designated open
forum that allows the true principles of freedom of speech
to.be exhibited."
Joan Kitchen
Communications Major, CAS

"No. It is a good way to get information back and forth.
People should be told it is here."
MariaHosty
Communications Major, CAS

"No. It is a good way to communicate (issues) that are of concern. I
know the trouble it has caused. (The problem arises) when people do
not endorse their statements, and this is a cop out. It is easy to belittle
groups or people without revealing one's name, and I feel that reflects a
lack of courage."
Pat Gorniak
WICimember
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Dr. Green addresses SAS Staff
ing out that all people can
learn if we break down the barriers. But in order to get there
we ... have to go out and look
for students. . students that
no one thought could learn."
"Everybody (all employees), get a body (one full-time
student), bring it to the school
and make sure it stays there at
all cost."
He said, as a non-traditional commuter institution,
Governors State University
should build housing that
would enable welfare recipients to bring their families to
by Allean Phelps
the campus while completeing
Edltor-i,-Ch~ef
their education.
Green stated that many of
Staff members in the Student Affairs Division were hon- the students at Dawson
ored during a luncheon in the Tech's have to endure unbeatl~ of the Center for Arts and able odds because of the crime
Technology at Governors State rate in the area "Ifyou are to
be the upper division of instiUniversity on April26.
Keynote speaker, Dr. Charles tutions like that- then you
Green said, "faculty and staff need to figure out how to get
must be willing to go out into your students out here to you.
the community and show them The Metra is not going to deal
that the university is willing to with where they are, where
do something for them." Some- their children are, and deal
times, Green said, "this means with safety factors, but if GSU
being willing to put in your own took some of this beautiful
tilne.'.
landscape . .. and put a buildGreen the former Chancellor ing or two on it" there would
of the Houston Community Col- be more full-time enrollees.
lege System, said "We are find-

Check Your Sources
Regarding your lead story in the April 23 issue of The
INNOVATOR, let's give credit where credit is due. The
responsibility for problems with the photo copiers lies
squarely on the broad shoulders of the Ubrary administration.
Your "library source" : is sadly misinformed on anumber of points.
Point #1. Anyone who works at the University knows
that the Business Office acts as a conduit for financial
matters; all decisions as to how each unit's money is spent
is the decision of that unit not the Business Office.
Point #2. Regarding Bradberry's statement, "I wouldn't
have chosen these machines for the lib~' Why did he
not mention that someone under his administration was
the person who chose these machines?
Point #3. IMSG Systems is noted as the "inefficient
contracting firm." Bradberry failed to mention that this
firm was chosen by a member of his current administration.
Contracts are renewed on an annual basis (each fiscal year
beginning July 1). His not accepting responsibility for
this contract is ridiculous. The responsibility lies with no
one else but the Director of the Library. "The buck stops
here" ... not on the Director of the Business Office.
The Director of the Business Office has been more than
gracious "in not being able to comment in depth," regarding this situation. Maybe Bruce should have checked
with more than one "library source."

Name held upon request
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Governors State University 25th Commencement Exercise
June 1 and 2
Center for Arts and Technology
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by Joe Doyle
Staf!Wnter

Richard Riley, U.S. Secretary
of Education; world renown
trumpeter, \\)'nton Marsalis; Dr.
Adele Simmons, president of the
John D. and Catherine T. Mac
Arthur Foundation; Curtis J.
Crawford, GSU alumnus and
president of Microelectronics at
Lucent Technologies, Inc.; and
Lewis Manilow, one of the
founders of the Nathan Manilow
Sculpture Park at GSU will receive honorary doctorate degrees at GSU's 25th Commencement Exercise.
Marsalais, Manilow, and
Crawford will speak to students
in the College of Education and
the College of Business and
Public Administration on June 1.
On June 2, Riley, and Simmons
will address the students from
the College of Health Professions, the College of Arts and
Sciences, and the Board of Governors Bachelor of Arts degree
program.
Riley, noted as one of President Clinton's best cabinet appointments, has lead the Department of Education since 1992.
The former two-term Governor of
South Carolina has successfully
reformed the states' school system, and is looking to do the
same for the nation. As one national newspaper editorialized,
"The cause was helped by the
persistence of the self-effacing
education secretary, ...The cabinet member who is perhaps the
quietest was also among the
most effective."
Riley's major achievements
include the expansion and
streamlining of the college loan
program and the enactment of
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and Circumstance

programs to develop links between schools and the workplace so America's students will
be better prepared for jobs of
the future and continuing education. He has instituted initiatives to get parents more involved in their children's education.
A graduate cum laude from
Furman University, Riley served
two years in the U.S. Navy, and
in 1959 received a law degree
from the University of South
Carolina School of Law. He
served as South Carolina State
Representative and Senator
from 1963 to 1977. The citizens
of South Carolina were so impressed with Riley's leadership,
they voted to amend the state
constitution to enable him to
serve a second term. He was
Governor 1978 to 1986.
Simmons, a native of Chicago, has served on two presidential committees on world
hunger and environmental quality. She is also a board member
of First Chicago Corporation,
The Marsh and McLennan
Companies, the Union of Concerned Scientists and Synergos,
the Committee on Global Governance, and the United Nations High Level Advisory
Board on Sustainable Development
Simmons will add to her list
of honorary degrees from a
number of colleges and universities. A specialist in African
history, education and public
policy, she graduated from
Radcliffe College in 1963, and
earned a doctorate from Oxford
University in 1969.
Dr. Simmons also heads The
MacArthur Foundation, one of
the nation's largest philanthropic foundations that funds

research in health, education,
environment, population, international peace and cooperation,
individual creativity, mass communications, the arts and community development.
Simmons has a long history
as a leader in education including her presidency of Hampshire College in Amherst, Massachusetts; Dean of Student
Affairs and Assistant Professor
ofHistory at Princeton University, and Dean of Jackson College at Tufts University.
Marsalis is the most popular
and acclaimed jazz mmician and
composer of his generation. He
began studying seriously at the
age of 12, and enrolled in the
Julliard School of Fine Arts at
the age of 18. His musical talent
began to explode when he
joined Art Blakey's Jazz Messengers and signed with Columbia Records.
Since 1982, Marsalis has released over 30 jazz and classical
albums for Columbia Records
and has played with countless
other jazz musicians. His jazz
group has traveled to over 30
countries on six continents,
performing more than 150 concerts per year for the past 12
years.
Marsalis serves as an Artistic Director for the internationally recognized Jazz at Lincoln
Center, a program he cofounded. One of his most famous works, "In This House On
This Morning" has been described as a "spiritual feast" and
a "masterpiece," by Ebony
Magazine.
Creating fruitful jazz tunes is
only part of Marsalis' passion,
he also finds jazz education edifying. He is involved in one of
the top priorities of Jazz at Lin-

colo Center, the"Jazz for Yrung
People" series. This sold out
performance has become a favorite among New Yorkers. He
has also completed a series for
National Public Radio and the
Public Broadcasting System.
In addition, he regularly conducts master classes in local
schools and spends hours tutoring the students who reach
outtohim.
·
In addition to the honorary
doctorate he will receive from
GSU, Marsalis has honorary
doctorates form Yale,
Princeton, Manhattan School
of Music and Hunter College.
He has been awarded eight
Gramrny Awards and in 1994
was named one of Time
Magazines most promising
leaders, age 40 and under.
Fans of the sculpture garden at Governors State may
recognize the Manilow name.
The Nathan Manilow Sculpture Garden was made possible
because of Manilow's son,
Lewis.
In the 1960's the younger
Manilow donated his property
to GSU, and donated a sculpture to the newly developed institution. As time passed,
Manilow and his wife, Susan,
donated many sculptures to
the garden. In fact, they donated almost all of the garden
to GSU that aptly bears the
Manilow name.
Manilow is very active in
politics and is regarded as an
expert in international political
affairs. He has served on two
presidential campaigns, and
mayoral campaigns as financial
chairman for Richard M. Daley.
When asked about the Clinton
campaign, Manilow stated he
enjoyed working on the cam-

paign because of "the close involvement with Clinton."
Manilow is also a member of
several committees including the
National Democratic Institute for
International Affairs, and is a governing life member of the Art Institute of Chicago. He graduated
from the University of Chicago
(Ph.D, 1948) and Harvard Law
School (LL.B, 1951). Manilow
who practiced law for 30 years, developed real estate and served as
a civic leader to many. He credits
higher education with leading his
desire for civic policy, the arts and
politics. "The best colleges," said
Manilow, "instill within students
a passion for continuing to explore."
Crawford has been a central
force in the computer industry
since 1973. He began his career
with IBM as a systems engineer,
and worked his way up to Vice
President of Marketing. With a
customer-driven approach, he
helped IBM's National Distribution Division exceed $4.5 billion
in annual PC sales.
In 1988, he joined AT&T. and
climbed the ranks to President of
AT & T Microelectronics. But his
road to success began at GSU. In
1972, Crawford graduated from
GSU with a bachelor's degree in
Business Administration and
Computer Sciences. 1\vo years
later, he earned a master's in Marketing. In addition to the two degrees earned at GSU, he also received an MBA from DePaul University in 1977.
Crawford is a member of the
Board of Directors of the I-Stat
Corporation, the Lyondell Petrochemical Company, ITT Industries, Inc., the Semiconductor Industries Association, and the National Action Council on Minority Engineers.
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GSU Grad Student Laurese Perkins Rententbered

Laurese Perkins

by Allean Phelps
Edllor-m-Chtef

On June 2, participants of the
Governors State University's 25th
commencement ceremonies will
pay tribute to Laurese Perkins.
Perkins, a graduate student was
among the 109 passengers on
ValuJet Airline Flight 592 that
crashed in the Florida Everglades.
Everyone who knew Perkins remembers her smile.
"The first thing I think of when
I think ofLaurese is her energetic

jovial smile," said Lisa Merideth,
Perkins' cousin. "She had a very
pleasant genuine quality that is
very rare today." Meredith continued. According to Meredith,
Perkins was very excited about embarking on her career.
Meredith said that she and
Perkins had lost contact for a
while, and the two of them were
just getting reacquainted. When
asked about Perkins' hobbies,
Meredith replied, "I don't know
of any hobbies that she engaged
in .. . in the traditional sense. She
was always doing whatever it took
to help people and to get things
done. I will miss her greatly."
"She always had a smile," said
Cecilia Rokusek, dean of the College of Health Professions.
"Laurese was truly a GSU student," Rokusek said. "She had the
community college experienceshe attended both Dade Community College in Miami and
Kennedy King in Chicago, and
was a working mom."
Rokusek continued, "She came
to Governors State University to
complete her studies. She had a
love for others that was very evident in her work. GSU was made

Saturday
Junel

richer by her presence."
Perkins had a nursing degree,
and had recently completed
course requirements for her
master 's in Addiction Studies.
Perkins received an A for an internship with the South Subwban
Council on Alcoholism and Substance Abuse in Hazel Crest.
Janice Coleman, Vice President for
Administration at The Council, recalls how after talking with
Perkins she "knew immediately
that she would fit in the Addicted
Mothers Program, and she did."
"She always had a smile, said
graduate assistant Katrina Foster.
"I met her in the beginning of the
Fall Trimester, and we became very
good friends. She was always on
the run," said Foster. "She had
this energy about her."
According to Foster, Perkins
had just finalized everything for
graduation. " She had just Federal Expressed some information
to a professor in Florida for a telecourse she was taking."
"She was really sweet," continued
Foster. "She never even met my
sister, and she bought my sister's
baby a lot of things."
Her degree was conferred April

sronENTsENATE
P~CO~ENCEMENTBRUNCH

Cafeteria Annex 11 :00 p.m. to 12:30 p.m.
Open to graduates and guests

AFTERCO~ENCEMENTRECEPTION
Immediately followmg commencement

College
Business and Public Administration
College of Education

27. "She was a very open person,"
said Mary Taylor, assistant to the
Dean of College and Health Professions. " I am going to miss her.
She was a real hard working individual. She was always in a hurry.
She had a goal to reach, and she
was doing her best to achieve."
Perkins worked as a graduate
assistant with Brenda Hatcher,
secretary of Nursing and Health
Services. Hatcher met Perkins in
Aprill995. "She was always smiling,' said Hatcher. She had a smile
everyday for everybody. You
would look forward to seeing her.
As she passed people she would
always ask them how they were
doing. And she was genuinely
concerned. That's the kind of person she was. She was also one of
the busiest people I ever met, and
a very hard worker. You could tell
she loved everything that had life.
She had a bird, a cat, a dog and
she considered herself their
mother. She took everyone on as
if they belonged to her. I will miss
her greatly."
Doris Walsh, clinical supervisor of the Addicted Mom's program said, Perkins "was very kind,
generous, gentle, genuine, and al-

Sunday
June2

ways saw the positive in everything. She was helpful, patient,
very professional, bright, intelligent. And while she was learning from us, she was also an example to us. She was a very ambitious role model."
Perkins duties at The Council
included, screening, compiling
medical histories, participating in
lectures, and sitting in with case
managers on didactics. She also
attended AA meetings with clients and helped transport them
to various places.
She was self motivated," said
Walsh. "She was particularly interested in our policies and procedures," said Walsh . She
learned a lot about the administrative side as well."
In an interview with the lllinois Times, Cheryl Metja, director of the Addictions Training
Center of Illinois based at GSU
said, "The faculty, staff and studentsofGovernors State University are saddened by the tragic
loss of Laurese Perkins ... As a
student she was a sensitive and
caring person who went out of
her way for others. Her loss will
be deeply felt."

STUDENT SENATE
P~CO~ENCEMENTBRUNCH

Cafeteria Annex 11 :00 p.m. to 12:30 p.m.
Open to graduates and guests

AFI'ER CO~ENCEMENT RECEPTION
lmmedtately followmg commencement

Location

College

Engrebetson Hall

Arts and Sciences

Center for Arts
and Technology lobby

College of Health Professions
Board of Governors

Location
ELounge
Hall of Honors
Center for Arts and Technology
lobby

Robing Location: Center for Arts and Tecllnology Rellearsa/!Dressing Room
Robe.5 do not have to be returned.
The Registrar's Office will111ail Apri/'96 diploma '.5 the week of June 1 7.

Grad Students Inducted Into National Honors Fraternity
Thirty-seven graduate students in the CoWlSeling and Psychology programs at Governors State University were inducted into Chi Sigma
Iota. thenational honors society.
The new members are Joan Alderden, Karen Bak, Sheila Beekman. MalgaretBell, Melanie Benes, Donna Boonstra. K.ari Byerly,
Danette Cannon, Cheryl Dryzga, Diane Franzen, Mary Ann Gerrity, Barbara Glassford, Teresa Hannon. Lisa Ham. Jennifer Hinde, Patricia
Johnson, William Kahoun, Michael Kaminsky, Cheryl Kayton, Susan Merry, Mary Katherine Nieponski, Kathleen Passefiume, Stacy Paul.
Dania Paz. Kristen Peterson. Jacqueline Pippel, Sharon Panozzo, Janet Reis, Angela Rempel Ewert, Priscilla Romonov, P. Ann Schuch,
Michael Simpson, Donald Stewart, Sherry Troike, Kathleen Weller, Lisa Wiater, and Sheila Wiggins.
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Don .t ruin a perfectly good summer. Slow down.
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Admissions: An Office That Never Closes

Toney receives Ph.D.
by Sharoo Hudson
Managmg Ed1tor

It's approximately 4:30p.m.
when most office employees
are just about ready to leave
the hustle of the work day to
go home or elsewhere. Not
so in the office ofadmissions.
The phones are ringing,
people are still coming and
going out of the warm spacious office that has pictures
reflecting education hanging
on the walls.
It's been one year since
Michael Toney came to Governors State University (GSU)
as the director of Admissions.
His role is to be responsible
for student recruitment, admissions processing and assisting students who wish to

transfer to GSU. "My primary
function is to make this place
accessible for students as they
begin to investigate the transfer opportunities. So basically,
it's very simple, we need to increase dramatically the number
of students that are enrolled at
GSU, said Toney.
To achieve this, part of
Toney's plan is to establish
stronger linkages between GSU
and feeder institutions, as well
as city colleges. "We're planning do that in a number of very
direct ways, using the entire
university community in assisting us in recruiting students,
from students, faculty, staff, as
well as the administration."
"We feel strongly that recruitment is a university wide

commitment but the admissions
office is charged with playing
a primary role in that respect.
We'll need everyone to work
with us in order to be effective,"
said Toney.
The admissions office has
received support from the
president on down. According to Toney, he doesn't anticipate people not volunteering.
From what he gathered, most
people on board are happy to
assist them. "I feel very fortunate to have a great staff here
at GSU that understands the
importance of our working together to improve quality services. In that respect, I would
say that my relationship with
the other units and staff is excellent," said Toney.

Add Three More Women to the Doctor's List

Dr. Teresa Brobeck

Dr. Shelly Giminez

Dr. Connie Edwards

by A. Gillem

lowing."

StaffWnter

She will receive her doctorate
from the University of Iowa's
Speech Pathology and Audiology.
Dr. Gimenez will be awarded a
doctorate degree of philosophy
in health education with a
specaility in aging from Southem lllinois University (SIU) for
her dissertation "Factors That

Teresa Brobeck, Shelley
Giminez, and Connie Edwards

recently earned their doctoral
degrees.
Dr. Brobeck, professor of
communication disorders defended her dissertation on "A
Study ofEpiglottic Currature
Relations to Age and Swal-

ries in the Home ofOlder Adult
Home Care Recipients in Rural Communities."

Dr. Edwards, completed here
studies at the University of Illinois at Chicago, Department of
Health Sciences for work titled,
"Providers'Attitudes and Practices in Smoking Cessation
counseling of Women in Public Health Clines."

by Sharon Hudson
Managing Editor

Graduation is one of
life's special events. It's a
time to celebrate the accomplishments of completing
the necessary requirements needed to earn a diploma or degree. This is not
always an easy task.
People face different obstacles while pursuing an
education. Some more than
others.

Recently, Michael Toney
completed the doctoral
program at Roosevelt University.. He completed the
necessary requirements
needed to earn a Ph.D. in
Educational Administration
and Supervision.
Toney faced many obstacles. "It was hard, working and going to school at
the same time. You have
no life while doing this. It's
hard for people not familiar
with this process to understand that you have to devote so much time to course
work, especially while
workingfull-time. Theprogram itself presents many
obstacles," said Toney.
Toney's dissertation,
"The Impact of Three Academic Support Programs on
Retention, Length of Time
to Graduate and Grade
Point Average of University of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign Students" focused on the benefits associated with admissions

programs, educational opportunity programs, summer
bridge programs, and presidential awards.
According to Toney, negotiating a proposal for a
dissertation, and then writing it are two obstacles he
faced. "To overcome those
or any other obstacles you
have to hold steadfast You
have to be very disciplined
and determined. ..
"Support comes from students in the Ph.D. program
as well as family. I received
support also from the people
I work with said Toney.
When asked ifa Ph.D. will
enhance his career? Toney
replied, '"Yes, a Ph.D. enhances my career. It complements all the practical experience I've gained over the
years. Now I have the experience and the knowledge."
Now Dr. Toney will have
more time to participtte in activities he enjoys such as
swimming. walking and traveling.
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Your Internet Address is Changing
June 18, 1996
GSU LAN accounts (P-Mail)
old: j-doe@ acs.gsu.bgu.edu
new: j-doe @ govst.edu
ECN UNIX accounts
old: j-doe@bP.-edu
new: j-doe@govst.edu
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Eveey,one at GSU, whether you use P-maU (Pegasus Mall) or ••
ECN's e-mall program, will have the same domain name:
govst.edu
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Aya Onishi is tbe recipient of tbe Board of Educatioa
Award for outatudiag service.

by Frank T. Scruggs

Dewan as their guide. She also

Staff Uhter

teaches introductory courses
in political science.
Academia has always been
a way of life for Dewan who is
the daughter of the esteemed,
Dr. A.N. Agarwala, a very respected educator in India. Before his passing, he served as
head of the Department of Commerce and Economics at the
University of Allahabad, he was
the Director of the Motilal
Nehru Business Institute and
the author of over 50 books.
She credits her father with instilling in her a love of learning.
Dewan is passionate about
her hometown of Allahabad
which has produced seven out
of 10 of India's prime ministers
including Indira Ghandi and the
whole Nehru family, whose history and service to India and
the world is internationally renowned.
Dewan, in a conversation
about the differences in education in India and the United
States, commented that both
systems are good, but to try and
compare them would be like
comparing apples and oranges.
She did reveal, however that in
India, the educational approach
is more lecture oriented with
little interaction between in-

Allahabad India; Wheaton,
Illinois and University Park, illinois are miles apart. Yet one
Governors State University
(GSU) student, Shubanjali
Dewan travels to all three
places, regularly.
Dewan, known as "Shuby"
to her friends, classmates and
instructors, is the mercurial
graduate student in the Political Studies Program at GSU. She
resides in Wheaton and travels
to University Park to take
classes here at GSU.
The June 1996 GSU graduate
was born and raised in Allahad,
India. Dewan has lived in Saudi
Arabia, South Korea, and has
traveled the world more than a
few times. Even now she travels between India and the U.S.
on a regular basis as a teacher
and a student.
As a community college instructor, she teaches a course
that she designed in Indian History and Indian Field Studies
which she also teaches. The
course in Indian Field Studies
is popular among her students
because the class gets to travel
to India and Nepal and have
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structor and student: In the
United States where there is
more interaction between the
student and the instructor.
Dewan, who also holds a
Masters degree in Political Science from the University of
Allahabad, and a Masters degree in Liberal Studies from
Chicago's DePaul University
said it seems that teachers in
India are held in higher esteem
and placed on the same level
as parents.
Speaking highly of her experiences at GSU, she said, "One
good thing about GSU is the
diversity of the student population and the opportunities for
returning, adult non- traditional students to participate
in extra-curricular activities
such as Model United Nations
(which Dewan attended last
year as a delegate in New York
City), Third World Conference,
and the International Students
Organization."
She also credits the staff
and faculty as one of the greatest factors in her decision to
come to Governors State.
Dewan confided that while
shopping for a Graduate program in political science, she
made an appointment with an
advisor. "Dr. Larry Levinson

was kind enough to spend time
discussing the options and
benefits of Governors State,"
Dewan said.
She also shared that her exposure to African American
culture and interaction with her
African American classmates
has given her great insight on
issues into American society
as a whole which could not be
gained from books or movies.
"I have had a great opportunity to converse with African
Americans from different backgrounds, and gain a wider perspective on the issues, the
Constitution and the culture of
blacks and their experiences in
our society. This has enriched
my experience and myperspective."
"I also think that the quality of teaching is excellent at
GSU, given the background of
the faculty, with professors like
Dr. Roger Oden, Professor
Deanna Pearson-Brown and
Dr. Levinson. For the cost and
quality, Governors State is an
excellent choice for anyone,
especially adult students returning to school," she added.
Dewan is the recent recipient of the "Mother of India"
award from the Non-Resident
Indian (NRI) Institute in India

which she went back home to
India to accept. Dewan stated
"Awards are fine, but I hope
to create an image that (will enable) people to look at immigrants not merely as someone
"taking away their jobs" but as
potent. vibrant. viable members of the community. I hope
people can see me as an Indian
who is doing something positive that will make others think
of me as more than just a stereotype." Instead, Dewan
stated she wants people to
look at her "in a renewed, new
way that is long-lasting,"
Dewan, who is also completing a doctorate in political
science through the University
of Allahabad, hopes to one day
teach at GSU. She revealed that
although she desires to teach
and write full-time, money is
not her primary goal; she believes "education brings
awareness, awareness brings
understanding, and understanding brings appreciation."
According to Dewan this is
what she has gained most of
all from her educational experience in the United States as
well as the lifelong friendships
which she has made since her
arrival in 1971 with her husband, Ohm Dewan

MIND&floDY
Watching Your Keyboard Intake
by A. Gillem

Bait and Hook
by .1.« D. Eookian
Cnme Prevent1on Officer

A number of related telemarketing frauds are used to target consumers. These frauds frequently begin with an unsolicited postcard or
letter describing a business prospect or irresistible offer (the bait). The
correspondence usually lists an 800 or 900 number for the consumer to
call for more information.
Once the consumer calls the number, a skilled telemarketer spurts out
an unbelievable sales pitch with an urgent, unbeatable deal (the hook).
Unsuspecting consumers are lured into telemarketing scams by prizes,
spectacular sales offers and promises of tremendous rewards. The
catch is to get the consumer to disclose valuable information such as a
credit card number, or a bank account number.
Telemarketing scams usually can be spotted by the following:
·· Need a credit card number for prize award verification
·liigh pressure sales tactics.
·· Refuse to send printed literature, or give a number to return the call.
·· Calls before 8 A.M. or after 9 P.M ..
·· Repeated calls from the same company.
·· The caller does not identify himself, or herself, and refuses to give the
name of the company.
The U.S. Office of Consumer Affairs, recommends not releasing
personal information to a telemarketer, unless the individual is familiar
with the company or organization.
Individuals who feel they may have been a victim of fraud should
contact the Office of Attorney General or the Consumer Fraud Bureau.

SwffWntu

Recent research indicates that PC
users who spend long hours at the
keyboard may need to watch their
keyboard intake. Long hours of
keyboarding can lead to a disorder
known as Carpel Tunnel Syndrome
(CfS).

crs is the name of a condition
caused by repetitive use of hands.
It is similar to what is known in the
sports industry as tennis elbow.
Nerves in the wrists are damaged
due to the continual strain of typing. According to Tammy Crouch,
author of "Carpal Tunnel Syndrome and Overuse Injuries: Prevention, Treatment andRecovery, "
overuse of hands can lead to a "variety of symptoms such as pain, tingling, numbness and weakness."
According to the U.S. National
Center for Health Statistics, an estimated 1.89 million people were
treated for crs, last year.
There is not a consensus among
physicians for which treatment is
best for crs because the condition
varies from individual to individual
Some physicians recommend good
old fashioned rest, while others

prescribe anti-inflammatory medication, or corticosteroid injection. In
severe cases, some doctors recommend surgery.
Dr. Margaret Naeser, an acupuncturist who specializes in laser treatment, has conducted extensive research into CfS According to
Naeser, "The goal is to decrease
exposure to provocative actions
through patient education. as well
as through appropriate ergonomic
changes in the worksite area. The
wrists may be splinted in a neutral
position, especially at night and
during activities that aggravate the
symptoms."
Some exercises that may prevent
crs are flexing and wiggling fingers
before, during and after the keyboard encounter, bending the wrists
back and holding for a few seconds,
clenching and unclenching fists
and hand massages. Frequent
breaks are also helpful.
Other preventive measures include sitting in an ergonomically
correct chair that follows the contour of the back and distributes
weight evenly. Individuals may also
try typing with wrists and hands at
the same level or using a padded
bar on the front of the keyboard.
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How to Become a Millioniare:
The Characteristics ofaSuccessful Entrepeneur
by Cathy Piowiar and Kelly Brooks
by Jim Benes

Contributing Writer.s

Individuals who have a tremendous need to achieve, may have what it takes to be successful
entrepreneurs. Attitude seems to have almost EVERYTHING to do with success in business.
Characteristics of the "typical" successful entrepreneur include:
ExceUent oral and written comuoication skills. Customers, investors and suppliers expect an articulate
representative.
The ability to make decisions. A confident individual has the ability to make quick decisions in the fast·
paced business world.
Leadership. The business owner needs to lead, not follow.
An overpowering need to achieve, as opposed to a need to be liked, or to exercise power.
Perseverance. The ability to follow through on a commitment, not quitting half-way through when the
going gets tough. There is a lot at stake.
Positive mental attitude and the ability to remain optimistic in new and unfamiliar situations, which
essentially growns out of being self· confident about one's abilites.
Objectivity. The ability to accurately weigh and assess risks associated with a particular course of
action, as well as being realistic about one's own abilities and limitations.
A respectful attitude toward money. Money should be looked at as means of accomplishing things, or
a way of keeping score in the game of business. It is NOT an end in itself. Short-term profits do not
mean long-term success.
The ability to anticipate developments and to make things happen, rather than constantly reacting to
problems as they arise. Taking a proactive role versus a reactive role.
Resourcefulness. The ability to solve unique problems in unique ways-to be able to handle issues
that come up for which the entrepreneur has no previous experience to rely on as a guide.
Personal relations. The successful entrepreneur usually has an emotionally stable personality, is
cheerful, cooperative and usually gets along well with others, including employees and associates.
This does not mean being "friends," but rather knowing your relationship boundaries.
The successful entrepreneur is generally knowledgeable about the physical process of producing
goods and services, or at least understands how to effectively utilize information regarding the physical
process.
Operating a business is not like working for someone else. The only one responsible for making the
deci ion is the individual. Running a business demands a great deal in the way of initiative, hard work,
self-discipline and resourcefulness, but remember, your hard work can be fun and create a substantial
amount of wealth and long-run security.

Career Services Student Worker

In our new Career Service
Offices you arc welcome to
explore our Career Resource
Library and Job Listing
Room. We also have files for
you to research employer in·
formation and out of state··
internship and graduate
school opportunities.
Packets are also available
to help you write your re·
sumes, as well as information
on job seeking strategies,
and much much more.
We are more than happy
to help you set up a credential file and send them out to
where ever you need them to
go.
We will provide informa·

tion in The INNOVATOR in
weeks to come.
Check us out for first rate
job opportunities and up coming events sponsored by the
Office of Career Services.
Career Services will be taking part in a Diversity Job Fair
sponsored by WBBM and the
Minority Economic Resource
Corporation on June 14, from
9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. at the
Skokie Holiday Inn. Registra·
tion is 25.00. Transportation
will be provided from GSU.
If you are interested please,
contact the Office of Career
Services at (708) 534-5000, Ext.
5080 to speak with the Career
Services staff. The Office is
open Monday Through Thursday 8:00a.m. until7:00 p.m.,
and Fridays until5:00 p.m.

New Projects Underway in the
Office of Career Services
by Peggy Woodard
Director, Office of Career Services

already conducted a series of career preparation workshops for
graduating students and degree
candidates.
Bax has indicated that one of
the first projects that Career Services will undertake is to conduct
a needs assessment with faculty,
staff, and GSU students to assess
their level of knowledge about lhe
role of career services, and their
use of the Career Services office.
This needs assessment will be
helpful in determining the career
service needs of GSU students,
and will be helpful in designing
new programs and in expanding
existing career services.

After three moves over the
last few years, the Office of CaThe next article In the SIFE- How to Become a Millionaire" series will Include tips on strate&lc planning.
reer Services has finally moved
to a permanent location. The
office is now located in C-1321
(across from the Business Office).
Also, in an effort to continue
the array of services to GSU stu·
dents, Pam Bax has agreed to
serve as interim associate director of Career Services in Dan
byA.GDiem
Kreidler's absence.
of the fastest JI'OWiDa occu- responsible for operating
Stof!Writu
Bax brings enthusiasm and
pations throuJb the year 2000 beartllung equipment). Now
creativity
to the position, and has
will be in beallb c:are and medi· throu&h the discovery of
The emcraina advances
videolaparoscopy, physical tecbnology.
in the world of technology
cians are able to usc an
As new equipment is develhas resulted in the crealion
oped in the medical field, the endoscope (an instrument
of many jobs in the health
health care industry is beiDa for visualizing the interior of
Look for
industry. The operation of
revolutionized. Some of the a hollow organ through a tiny
the CAT (computer assisted
advancements in technology cut in the &kin) equipped with
tomography), for example,.
include imaging, laboratory a camera and a laser to oper·
now requires that individuanalysis, laser surgery and ate on area such as appen·
in the July 13th issue of
als have some degree of
laparascopy. These fields arc dix, gallstones, the reproducspecialization.
not only expected to extend tive system, and lungs.
The INNOVATOR
According to the Bureau
Such advances in the field
peoples' lives. but to improve
of Labor Statistics, new techthe quality of life as well.
of technology will require in·
nological advancements in
~/will now be published
For example, increasing dividuals to be trained in spe·
the medical field will genernumber of bypass operations cialized fields as opposed to
as a periodic supplement
ate increscd job opportuniwithin the last decade has cre- the method of generalization,
in
ties in the future. Statistics
ated a demand for according to the U.S. Depart·
The INNOVATOR
show that seven out of ten
perfusionists (technologist ment of Labor.

Eye on Technology

Technological Advances Mean Specialization
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Snap Happy?
Join The INNOVATOR
If you are a photographer looking to expand your portfolio, The INNOVATOR is looking for you.
Stop by Room A2110 or call (708) 534-4517 for details.
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Don't Panic
by A. Gillem

So What Scintillates

S

~~L

reading lam
not being sarcastic)!
"So-What" is the
name ofan electrifying
band. "So What's"
cassette release,
"Screaminloudlive," is
a superior example of a
live in<encert recording. Lead singer.
Ken Fought, scintillates Ken Fooght grooves to the electrif}ing
on all five tracks of the sounds of" &reaminloudlive.
project.
Fought, an incredible singer/songwriter wrote or co-wrote
every song on the tape. "Memory Lane," stands out as a finely
crafted musical delight.
Fought's crisp vocals and precision guitar playing adds
excitement to this mystical music experience.
He enjoys playing "Unplugged" as a soloist and with other
bands. He is welt known in the recording studios of L.A., and
Chicago.
Fought really knows how to rock, and his brilliant energy
shines through on "Screaminloudlive."
To find out where Fought or the rock group, "So-What" is
currently playing write to So What; c/o Ken Fought, P.O. Box
1907, Racine Wisconsin 5340 l.

A Blast From the Past
Get ready and get set for some of the greatest music ever
recorded! The Shangri-Las. Patti La Belle & The Bluebelles, The
Shirclles, The Ad-Libs and the legendary Judy Garland are a mere
handful of the incredible artists featured on "Stonewall: Music
From The Motion Picture." Sony music has released some of the
greatest hits of all time in this dynamic music compilation.
The Shangri-Las, best known for the song, "Leader Of The
Pack," sound as incredible as ever on ''Give Him A Great Big
Kiss." You'll be dancing your way through rock-n-roll heaven as
the Sbangri-Las belt out, "Remember (Watkin' In The Sand)."
"Sophisticated Boom" is a musical delight and the remix of"Give
Him A Great Big Kiss," will leave you breathless!
The Shirelles, whose greatest hits include: "Soldier Boy,"
Dedicated to the one I Love" and "Ma Ma Said" give an awesome
performance on "Ooh Poo Pah Doo." You'll be ginger snapping
and foot stomping all night long!
Speaking of finger snapping songs, who could ever forget
"The Boy From New York City." The Ad-libs are divine with their
smooth and crisp harmonies! You'll be singing along in no time at

Slllff Writer
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the next day: "Can you
help me? "
For $6.95 author.
Steven Pousta, says he
can. But he cautions:
"This docs not mean,
however, that following
my 'simple' method
removes the need to
work."
But for those who are
willing to work for an A,
"Don't Panic" is the
equivalent to a rescue
team.
The 64 page book is
divided into two sections:
The Rough Draft and
Revismg the Rough Draft.

Relax. Finally, there is
relief for those who like to
sit in front of the hour
glass and wait for the last
grain of sand to fall before
beginning to write their
term papers.
"Don t Panic: The
Procrastinators Guide to
Writing an Effective Term
Paper " answers the

question for the student
who has a term paper due

The first section demonstrates how to create a
paper in an instant. It
addresses topics such as
how to develop an instant
thesis, the secret to a
good thesis, and proving
the thesis. The latter
section, Revising and
Rough Draft, gets straight
to the point, and shows
students how to turn the
rough draft into a pol-

ished paper.
The book is written in
a clear-direct manner that
coaches the reader for
every move. And yespulling the all nighter. By
the middle of the book
the student should have
a clear understanding of
how to logically structure
a paper.
Pousta also points out
obvious errors to look for
in the paper, and offers
suggestions to make
sentences flow with ease.
And, Pousta ends the
chapter with an example
of A paper.
But students should
keep in mind, "It remains
impossible to write a
paper without first
reading the assigned
material. and most
importantly thinking
about it. Someone
completely ignorant of
the classroom material
will never be able to form
a thesis, not matter how
instant," states Pousta.

Campus Paperback Bestsellers
1. Snow Flllling on Cedars, by David Guterson. (Vintage, $12.00) A trial

leads to memories of Japanese-American internment.
2. The Rainmaker, by John Grisham. (Island/Dell, $7.99) Young lawyer
attempts to uncover a huge financial scam.

3. There's TreiiSilre Everywhere, by Bill Watterson. (Andrews & McMeeL
$14.95) More "Calvin and Hobbes" cartoons.
4. The Green Mile: The Two Dead Girls, by Stephen King. (Signet, $2.99) A
reign of terror begins with this first part of a six part series.

5. DeaJ Man Wallcing. by Helen Prejean. (Vintage, $12.00) Condemned man
finds solace with the help of a nun.
6. The Glass lAke, by Maeve Binchy. (DeU, $7.50) The implicit ties that bind
a mother and her daughter in an Irish town.

7. We're Right, They're Wrong. by James CaniUe. (Random House/Simon &
&buster, $10.00) The Contract with America revisited.

8. DeaJ by Sunset, by Ann Rule. (Pocket, $6.99) How a wife murderer fmally
gets convicted in Oregon.
9. Moo, by Jane Smiley.. (Fawcett, $12.00) Intrigue, lusty liaisons and
devious plots at a Midwestern university.
10. The Gift, by DanielJe Steele (Dell, $5.99) A woman's visit to a small town
changes many lives.

aD!
The late, legendary Judy Garland is featured on "Over The
Rainbow," and "Zing Went The Strings of My Heart." You'll cry
happy tears all the way through the final note of the classic hit,
"Over The Rainbow made popular in "The Wizard of Oz."
Before Patty La Belle was strutting her stuff singing,
"Lady Marmalade," she was singing her heart out with the Blue
Belles. Check out her outstanding song, "Down The Aisle."
You 'U really dig it!
As if all these hits weren't enough, you can also hear "Gee
Baby Gee," by The Butterflies; "What A Good Boy," by the
Barenaked Ladies; and "Go Now," by Bessie Banks. What more
could a true music fan ask for? Go ahead and indulge yourself.
Give a listen to some of the greatest music ever made!
"Stonewall: Music From The Motion Picture., 'is available
on Sony/Columbia ACC 67650. Ask for it at your favorite music
store.

Complied by The Chromcle of H1gher Education from Information supplied by colleg e
stores throughout the country.

Review-Of-the-Month
Oswald's Tale, by Nonnan Mailer. (Ballantine, $18.00)

"Mailer shines ••• Explaining Kennedy's assassination through the flaws in
Oswald's character has been attempted before, notably by Gerald Posner in
Case Closed and Don DeliUo in Libra. But neither handled Oswald with tbe
kind of dexterity and literary imagination that Mailer here supplies in great
fortt. •• Oswald's Tale weaves a story not only about Oswald or Kennedy's
death but about the culture surrounding the assassination, one tbat remains
replete with miscomprehension, unraveled threads and lack of resolution: AU
of which makes Oswald's Tale more true-to-life than any fact~riven treatise
could hope to be ••• Vmtage Mailer."
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The Best of Love

by Karen Piejko
Arts and Entertamment Editor

Singersongwriter Jerry
Butler is a rare
gem in the world
of Rock-n-Roll.
Butler is an
offical meni>er of
the " Rock-nRoll Hall of
Fame," yet some
of his most profound record-

by Karen Piejko
Arts and Entertamment Editor

After months of digging, Marriott's Lincolnshire
Theatre has excavated a longlost Cole Porter gem, "The
New Yorkers." The cast will
leave you holding onto the
edge of your seat in this wild.
amusing escapade!
"The New Yorker," is a
high-camp musical thriller. It
is jam-packed with gangsters,
cops, dancing girls, jailbirds
and drunkards. It's funny and
outrageous. Some of Cole

Porter's finest musical works
are featured in this hilarious
masterpiece.
"I've Got You Under
My Skin," made famous by
Frank Sinatra as well as
Frankie Valli and The Four
Seasons is one of the many
musical highlights in "The
New Yorkers." The cast and
crew blend perfectly to create
a magnificent sight and
sound extravaganza.
Each cast member
gives an outstanding performance in "'The New Yorkers."
Paula Scrofano was abso-

lutely delightful and Alene
Robertson is wonderful as
she portrays her character
passing out, over and over
again, at the bar. One of the
most hilarious moments in the
show is when Robertson gets
tossed out the window of a
tall building and manages to
come back... Alive!
You'll have the time of
your life getting to know each
and every one of "The New
Yorkers." For ticket information contact Marriott's
Lincolnshire box office at
(847)63W204.

ings aren't rock- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~""
n-roll at all.
Butler's music transcends a variety of different styles, which
is clearly evident on many of his albums.
Although, "He Will Break Your Heart," and "Only The
Strong Survive," will always be my favorite Butler tunes, I've
taken a liking to some of his other work, specifically an album
titled, "Jerry Butler: The Best Love."
The album is bursting with musical pleasure. It features Jerry Butler at his very best on eight unique and exhilarating songs. One of the many highlights on the album is two
versions of the same song, 'The Best Love I Ever Had ...
Track one, the original version, is an upbeat and invigorating listening ex-pereince. On track eight, the same
song has been remixed to provide a more serene and peaceful
musical setting. I tried to determine which version was better, but I realized that each version was cut to stand alone.
Other noteworthy songs include: "Reach Out For Me;"
"We've Got This Feeling Again;" and "Would You Mind?"
Butler's rich vocals are astounding. If you have a chance,
give it a listen. "Jerry Butler: The Best Love," is available on
CD, (Cerna S21-17579). Ask for it at your favorite music store.

Photo Credit: Joan Marcus The Tro1ka Orgam;:atiOn

42nd STREET, the song and dance ballyhoo that sneaks a backstage peek at the world of musical theater, tap ~anced int? the Ce~er ~or Arts and
Technology on May 25th. Pictured here: Peggy Sawyer (Rebeca Christine Kupka), Julian Marsh (Robert Shendan), Annie (Natalte Slipko ), and
Billy Lawlor (Marc Kessler) cannot resist the "Lullaby ofBroadway."
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Ride the Green Wave!
Wild organic food feeds body and mind.
Maximize your health while attaining
financial freedom.

Call for free tape: (708) 258-9095

PROPOSED CHANGES TO BOARD REGULATIONS
The Board ofTrustees at Governors State University proposed changes to Board Regulations for first reading.
copy ofthe proposed changes are on reserve in the University Library. Members ofthe faculty, staii: and student
body may request GSU 269 for review, and submit thier
views and comments in writing to the President for distribution to the board up to ten days pior to the meeting date
on July 12.

MCARECRUITMENT
RECRUITMENT IS UNDERWAY for the first official
volunteer corps in the Museum of Contemporary Art's
(MCA) new building and sculpture garden, opening this
summer. Numerous exciting, challenging, and rewarding
opportunities are available, from leading tours to greeting
visitors to seUing artist-designed jewelry, art books, and
memberships. Volunteer shifts are available to fit any schedule, including weekday, weekend, and evening hours. Call
the Education Department at (312) 397-3837.

The Gathering http:/www.takeme.com
scholarships, academic & career resources,
internships, sports, news, entertainment,
trave~music, debates and l,OOO's oflinks!

1996 South Suburban
BIKE-A-THON
June 9,1996
To register call the South Suburban
Corporate Bike-A-Thon by calling
ACS at (708) 754-2700 or
(312) 254-8504.

K&LDOORS
KMorUnda
(701) 421-2210

NO COVER

WITH THIS CARD
7'llh AVE. a RT. 30
FRANKFORT IL

AND
COUEGE 1.0.

Up•cal•

R~e

DAY 115 - 1450
NIGHT 115 414 0314

BogtJqge

•UNDER NEW OWNERSHIP"
10033 ROBERTS ROAD
(708) 599-2719
PALOS HILLS, lL 60465

AUTHORS' RECOGNITION RECEPTION
YOU ARE INVITED to participate in the second annual
GSU Authors' Recognition Reception, which will be held
on Wednesday, June 5, from 2-3:30 p.m. on the library's
balcony above the Hall ofGovemors. This reception will
be a showcase for materials such as books, journal articles, musical scores and other substantial works that have
been published by GSU's faculty, staff and students. For
more information call Eric Nicholson, Committee Chair, at
the University Library Reserves in the Circulation Department Ext. 51 03.

Advertise in
The

Our Graduates·Work!

v

•The US Dept. of Labor Statistics projects an 86%
growth rate in the paralegal field through 2005
•Legal credentials strengthen your resume no
matter what your major
•Paralegal education allows you to explore the legal
profession before you commit to law school
Call Today. Discover Why Roosevelt University Is
Ill§ Leader In Paralegal Education.

OPPORI1JNITIESFOR CULTIJRAL EXCHANGE
Local families interested in hosting an au pair exchange
participant from a European country, Australia or New
Zealand are being sought by the nonprofit EurAupair Intercultural Child Care Program. By hosting an au pair from
Franee, Germany, Spain, Scandinavia, Australia or New
Zealand your children will benefit from dependable live-in
care, while your whole family enjoys a rich exchange of
culture and language. For more information cal Kathy
Caudill at (708) 726-0862 or toll free 1(800) 960-9100.

N
N
0

SUMMER DAY CAMP
ATTENTION PARENTS: Enroll your children in the Student Life Child Care Program's Summer Day Camp. This
program is specifically designed with the elementary school
age child in mind, 6 through 13 years of age. Activities will
promote creativity and individuality. Field trips will enhance
an understanding of the world around us. Recreational
activities will develop coordination and demonstrate teamwork. All ofthis is provided in an environment conducive
to curiosity and self expression. For more information call
708-534-4560 or 4561

I

A
T
0
R
can 708-534-4517

(312) 341-3882
http://www.he.netl-lap

Bachelor's Degree Required for Admission
• $200-500 Weekly •

Mailing travel brochures. No experience necessary.
For information send a self-addressed stamped
envelope to:

Universal Travel, P.O. Box 610188, Miami, FL 33261
Y· l
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CHESS

Categories

(Syndicated by the U.S. Chess Federation)
Quite a few chess authors
have tried to put chess moves
in definitive categories:
Nimzovich, Znosko Borovsky,
Spielmann, to name a few. I. A
Horowitz once came out with a
book called Point Count Chess
which tried to approach the
more scientific methods of
bridge experts.
The latest entries to this
field are Grand Master Leonid
Shamkovich and amateur JanR
Cartier. As an echo of Fred
Reinfeld's methods, they go out
of their way to categorize dif.
ferent move themes: attraction,
back rank, clearance, desperado, destruction, all the way
to the 24th item-zugzwang.
Using games from 1985 to
1995, their Tactical Chess
Training gives a new twist.
They insert the category name
whenever it is used as a move.
The advantage of this is that
the student not only is con·
tinually reminded of the different themes, but realizes that
you have to be alert to all these
themes in any given position
or even in the middle of a com·
bination.
We chose a particularly diverse example with no less than
eight categories in nine moves.
Fromthediagram: l.RJ:d7Diversion Qxd7 2. Nh4 Kh7 In

8

THE

POLYGON
PUZZLES

1
6
5

Hi everyone. Welcome (back) to GSU for the 1996 summer trimester. The triangle and the
rectangle at the top of the Polygon Puzzles are both referred to as "golden." We will explain
why in a future column. Hope you enjoy the puzzles. If you have any questions about my
answers, stop by Student Development and we can discuss them.

4

3
2
I
abcdeftb
White to Play

the notes they give 2.... Qb5 3.
Nf5! Attraction Qxf3 4. Qxe8+
Kh7 5. Qb8! "with the idea of
6. e8=Q Pawn Promotion."
Yes, there are categories in
the notes! 3. Ng6 "Threat:
4.Nf8+ Knight Folk." 3. -Kh6
4. NfS Dooole Threat 4. _ Qf5
5. Ne6! Qg6 6. Qf'8! ("With the
idea of 7. f5!, Diversion and
Overloading of Black's
Queen"). 6••••15 7. NgS ("With
the idea of8. Nf7=, lnterfe:renre
ofg6-e8line) 7....Kh5 8. Nf3!
Kh6 9. Ne5 1-0
After going through a num·
ber of exercises from the 300
offered, we found ourselves
thinking about and even looking for categories. An excel·
lent book on tactic for any level
of amateur chess player.
-Pete Tamburro

For more information on receiving Chess Life and free information about
how to play, read and write chess, call the not-for-profrt U.S. Chess Federation
at 1-800-388-KING, or write USCF, Dept 90, 186 route 9W, New Windsor,
NY 12SS3.

1. A lighted digital clock is the only source of light in an otherwise totally dark room. At 11
minutes after one ( 1: 11) the room will be at its darkest At what time will the clock light up the
room to its brightest?
2. Allison, Mamie, Emma, and Becky all left something at GSU. They forgot a book, hat, jacket,
and an umbrella, but not necessarily in that order. The items were left in the gym, computer lab,
library, and cafeteria, again not necessarily in that order. From the clues below detennine who
left what, and where.
A. Emma forgot either the umbrella or the book, and the Becky left something either in the
library or the computer lab.
B. Neither Allison nor Mamie left anything in the cafeteria, and neither Mamie nor Becky forgot
their hat.
C. Mamie did not forget her jacket, Emma did not forget her umbrella, and Allison left something in either the cafetria or the library.

Answen to Polygoo Puzzle
·q-e1 ~ndwoo ~ql U! ~'{()tlf .mq lJ~l A'{~ plltl '-ep~l~Jtr.> ~lll U! ){ooq
.mq lJ~l -ewwa ~ ~lllll! -en~.~qwn .mq lJ~l ~!WtlW 'A.nuqn ~lll 11! l-eq .mq lJ~l uosmv "Z:

so:ouv
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